Asm-R40 Reactor Turn-Key series

The combination of an Ultraviolet-ozone and Ultrasonic system results in a very reliable cost effected process
that is also easy to manage for various water production requires the reduction of bacteria and total oxidisable
carbons (TOC's).



Inactive bacteria, pathogen, virus in the water supply by removing and killing micro-organism.



Cost effective and low operating cost and savings in consumables.



No more cleaning of uv tubes and chamber.



Uniform UV-US –OZONE dose through-out the entire water flow chamber.



Vertical or Horizontal mounting orientation



UV intensity controller, alarm, lamp status operating time, temperature controller and more.



All manufactured from polished stainless steel 316

Main applications:
 Tank & Drinking water supplies
 Industrial process water for food, produce and beverages

ASM-R40 System is a proven method which destroys up to 99.9% of bacteria and viruses without leaving residual
chemicals and is an excellent choice for eliminating biological contamination of most water supplies.
ASM-R-40 Ultraviolet & Ultrasonic , Ozone for TOC reduction and advance oxidation
The primary UV/Ozone ultrasonic chemical reaction is an oxidation process that begins when high-energy 254 nm
UV dissociates water molecules, thereby creating hydroxyls (free OH- radicals).
The hydroxyls created by UV –OZONE under cavitation are highly reactive and readily combine with other molecules, such as the hydrocarbon molecules that make-up TOC's. When hydroxyls combine with the TOC hydrocarbons
they form water and carbon dioxide molecules; TOC's are destroyed and the oxidation is complete.
Ultraviolet light disinfects by disrupting the DNA or RNA structures of micro organisms. The disruption prevents micro organisms from replicating, thereby rendering them inactive and unable to cause infection. The primary
mechanism of inactivation by UV is the creation of Pyrimidine Dimers which are bonds formed between adjacent
pairs of thymine or cytosine pyrimidine's on the same DNA or RNA strand

Environmentally friendly
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